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QUESTION 1

What is purpose of the File Based Search in Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x? 

A. to run searches that cannot be run via the search UI due to term expansion limitations 

B. to provide a way to export only the "Keywords" section data to a CSV file 

C. a new way to produce tangible evidence of the Legal Hold notifications that have been created, their status, and the
custodian actions 

D. to place a "hold" on information in its current Enterprise Vault location without collecting or copying the data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which backup method provides the option to include all cases, system environment information, and case backups? 

A. System Backup 

B. Case Backup 

C. Full Archive Backup 

D. Appliance Backup 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

After the collection for an Exchange task has run successfully on a case, the collection analytics tab indicates that items
from multiple mailboxes are associated to one custodian. Which action should be taken to reassign custodians
correctly? 

A. delete current collection task and create a new collection task with default settings 

B. assign custodians manually in collection task C. re-run the task and select Reassign Custodians Only 

D. keep current collection and create a new collection task with default settings 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A System Manager scheduled weekly recurring collections for a case. These collections require ongoing discovery of
data from a file share. Re-collection job #3 is running. Which data will re- collection job #3 capture? 

A. any new documents from the original collection task (collection #1) 
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B. any new or modified documents from the original collection (collection #1) or collection #2 

C. any new or modified documents from the original collection task (collection #1) 

D. any new or modified documents from the original collection (collection #1) or collection #2, minus any documents
identified as duplicates of data already collected 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A legal department needs to determine how much data was collected from each Exchange mailbox during the last
collection to evaluate the scope of the case. Resources for the case will be allocated based on this detailed report,
which must be in Excel format. Where can this report be produced? 

A. Case > Collections > Analytics > Show: by custodian and Export: xls 

B. Case > Collections > Analytics > Show: by participant and Export: xls 

C. Case > Collections > Reports > Show: by custodian and Export: xls 

D. Case > Collections > Reports > Show: by Participant and Export: xls 

Correct Answer: A 
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